Loose ends  by Brenner, Sydney
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however, that it is used so that
breaches of scientific integrity -
scientific fraud - can be distinguished
from ordinary criminal offences, such
as embezzling research funds or
stealing money from the lab coffee
club. Scientific fraud seems to be on
the increase but whether this is
because there are more scientific
criminals or more efficient ways of
discovering fraud is totally unclear. I
. na 1 s . I I(V )30c suspect tnat there is, mdeed, more
_ fraud, but only because there are more
scientists alive than ever before, and
that we hear more about it because the
scientific weeklies are increasingly active in bringing fraud
to the attention of their readers, who love reading how
cold fusion can land one in hot water.
I have for long made a special study of scientific fraud (in
theory, only, of course) and have concluded that, like the
seven types of Empsonian ambiguity, there are seven types
of scientific criminality. We can begin by disposing of the
first two, which are obvious and boring. Plain plagiarism
- that is copying somebody else's paper - and plain
fraud - that is inventing data - are easily detected, and
usually committed by lazy and stupid people who
shouldn't be doing science anyway. The only such person
who is hard to detect is the one who publishes accounts of
obscure non-existent Congolese insects, in obscure
Estonian journals, but then he isn't getting much gain for
his criminal activity. Word processors allow for easy cutting
and pasting and I have found many papers that contain
rearrangements of previous papers by the same authors.
But self-plagiarism is not yet thought to be a crime.
The third type of crime is petty deception, and one to
which we can all plead guilty. It consists, for example, of
leaving out one point on a graph, because it falls off the
straight line, and ascribing this to bad data produced by
dirty tubes, pipetting errors, etc. This is not thought
improper but the effective exercise of scientific
discrimination. But it could in some cases lead to a crime.
The fourth type depends on a form of self-delusion and
usually involves making a set of tricky observations, like
counting scintillations or watching cells move about. The
individual unconsciously learns how to select runs of data
that fit the theory. What is interesting is that other people
can learn to do this as well and the phenomena can then
achieve specious reproducibility. Related to these is the
fifth crime - that of over-decoration. It consists of
"improving" the data by, for example, amplifying the scale
of the experiment. For instance, suppose an experiment
using 500 petri dishes shows 0 on the control and 3 in the
experimental group; if one claims, instead, that one used
50 000 petri dishes, these figures become 0 and 300,
which certainly looks much better. You would be able to
detect such a crime by showing that there was not enough
money in the grant to pay for so many dishes.
The sixth type of laboratory crime is the most common.
It is co-operative, involving two people in a hierarchical
relationship. The junior person at the bench makes an
innocent mistake or falls victim to one of those statistical
fluctuations that one finds in many experiments. The
result is taken to the supervisor, who, instead of
suspecting an entropic intrusion, leaps to the conclusion
that this is the discovery of the decade, showing that some
phenomenon, like self-replication of carbohydrates, exists
after all. Instead of urging the junior colleague to do the
experiment in a different way with other controls, he
announces that if X were carried out then Y should
ensue if the theory is correct. Back at the bench, what
happens is not precisely Y but something that, with slight
adjustment, can be made to look like Y. After a few cycles
of this interaction, the senior colleague comes to believe
that his genius cannot be denied; the junior is now
hooked and cannot go back, and what starts as a little
massage will end up as a total invention of results. This is
not fraud but embezzlement because it is like the man
who works in a bank and takes money each week to bet
on the horses adjusting his books accordingly. Each week
he bets more and more, believing that one day his horse
will come in and he will be able to put everything back
before the auditors turn up. Alas, the horse never wins,
and the auditors do find out. The biggest problem in such
cases is to get the senior person to admit to himself that
he was wrong.
The seventh and last type of laboratory crime is also co-
operative, and has very distinctive features. The work
culminates in a paper reporting a new and unexpected
phenomenon, supported by a wealth of detailed
experimental results. The research is usually in a very
active field, where, if wrong, it will be discovered in a few
weeks. We therefore cannot account for this as simple
fraud, and it must be viewed as a form of schizophrenia,
the junior perpetrator believing that he has a special way
of penetrating Nature to discover the truth directly. To
him, experiments, graphs and tables are simply
conventions that need to be followed to make his insights
public and he often constructs these faultlessly. He
believes that anybody repeating the experiments will get
the same results because these are logical deductions from
discovered truth.
The role of the senior person is different in these two
types of co-operative crimes. In the first, he is an active
partner, taking advantage of his junior's naivety; in the
second, he is a passive but willing dupe, blinded by his
junior's cleverness. In both, he is guilty of not exercising
critical judgement and of letting all kinds of other motives
get the better of him. So the next time somebody brings
you a strange result, try not to say: "But that means .....".
Just send him back to the lab to test the pH of the
distilled water or to make sure there are no bacteria
growing in the buffer. You could, in this way, avoid the
start of a most unhappy relationship.
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